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UCLA Profiles User Guide 
 

UCLA Profiles is managed by the UCLA and UCSF Clinical and Translational Science Institutes (CTSI), part of 
the Clinical and Translational Science Award program funded by the National Center for Advancing 
Translational Sciences (Grant Numbers UL1 TR000004 and UL1 TR001881) at the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH). 
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Edit Menu 
 

The Edit Menu is the user’s central source for building out a UCLA Profile.  

 
The Name and Degrees and Group fields, displayed alongside a lock icon, are not editable. 
These fields automatically import into UCLA Profiles from a UCLA Human Resources system. If 
any information is incorrect in one of these fields, please contact 
UCLAProfiles@mednet.ucla.edu for assistance. 

Contact information, such as Mailing Address, Email Address, and phone numbers, are 
automatically imported into UCLA Profiles using information in UC Path and the UCLA 
Directory. 

If any of the user’s contact information is incorrect on their UCLA Profile, users should 
contact their home department Administrator, or their department’s human resources 
representative for assistance with updating the information in UC Path and the UCLA 
Directory. If a user needs assistance with finding their department contact, please refer to the 
UCLA Directory’s Updaters List. Any changes made to those systems can take up to 5-7 
business days to populate to UCLA Profiles.  

Users can change the visibility of all sections except for Name and Degrees and phone 
number. Users click on the section they wish to change in the Edit Menu, and select the 
visibility setting they prefer for that section. 

the owner 

mailto:UCLAProfiles@mednet.ucla.edu
http://ucpath.universityofcalifornia.edu/
http://www.directory.ucla.edu/
http://www.directory.ucla.edu/
http://www.directory.ucla.edu/updaters.php
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Users whose main appointments are outside of UCLA, such as the VA or Harbor-UCLA, 
should reach out to UCLAProfiles@mednet.ucla.edu for assistance with changing their 
contact information. 

Education and Training 
 

Manually and chronologically enter the investigator’s educational background and 
training. Users should also include fellowships and residencies.  

 

Blank Education and Training section.  

 
 

Filling out the Education and Training section.  

 
 

A completed Education and Training section. 

 
 

 

 

 

mailto:UCLAProfiles@mednet.ucla.edu
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Awards and Honors 
 

Enter Awards and Honors manually and chronologically.  

 

Blank Awards and Honors section.  

 
Filling out the Awards and Honors section.  
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Overview 
 

Enter a summary about the investigator’s background, research interests and their UCLA 
appointments. 

 

Blank Overview section.  
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Interests 
 

Enter the investigator’s research interests as keywords in the Interests section. The keywords 
automatically become hyperlinks in the UCLA Profiles system.  

The Interests section requires a manual entry of keywords. Users should be mindful to avoid 
any spelling errors, as this will hinder their ability to utilize the capabilities of the section.  

This feature allows investigators to connect with researchers throughout the entire UC 
Profiles system, which includes UCLA, UCSF, UCSD, UC Davis, UCI and USC. Users can find 
potential collaborators, view a list of publications and grants that include the same 
keyword/topic. It is a key networking component of the UC Profiles system. 

Users will generate greater numbers of search results in the UC Profiles system, and potential 
collaborators, if their Interests terms are kept more brief.  

 

Example: Try entering brief terms as Interests.  

 Computable knowledge sharing 
 Geriatrics 
 Outcomes research 

 

Blank Interests section.  

 
Filling out the Interests section.  
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Saved Interests appear as hyperlinks on the public-facing UCLA Profile.  

 
 

After clicking an Interest on their UCLA Profile, users can locate other faculty members, academic articles 
and grants that share the same Interest topic. 

In the search performed below, 9 results were generated. 

 
By clicking another Interest keyword, the search below generated 647 results. This shows the scope of UCLA 
Profiles. 
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Research Activities and Funding 
 

UCLA Profiles can automatically import investigator funding data from NIH RePORTER. UCLA 
Profiles will import NIH RePORTER data where the investigator is listed as the Principal 
Investigator (PI).  

If the investigator is listed as a Co-PI on a grant, the UCLA Profiles user should add the 
funding by Add NIH Grant. Co-PI affiliations will not automatically import into UCLA Profiles. 

 

Users can add additional Research Activities and Funding by using either Add NIH Grant or Add Custom 
Funding. 

 
 
Performing a search using Add by NIH Grant. 

 
 

 

 

 

https://reporter.nih.gov/
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Search results as they appear when using Add NIH Grant. 

  
If Research Activities and Funding are not populating correctly after searching through Add 
NIH Grant, the user should enter the funding information manually through Add Custom 
Funding. 

The user must enter funding manually if the grant is not federal, and thereby not included in 
NIH RePORTER. 

If any information is generated incorrectly, users must delete the record, and re-enter the 
funding information manually by using Add Custom Funding.  

 
Enter funding information using the Add Custom Funding form on UCLA Profiles. 
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Clinical Trials 
 

In this section, users can highlight Clinical Trials that they have conducted. Trial information 
comes from ClinicalTrial.gov. If data is incorrect, users must make changes on 
ClinicalTrial.gov. 

Users add Clinical Trials using the Add Clinical Trial by NCT Number search function. 

 

Add Clinical Trial by NCT Number. 

 
 

A populated Clinical Trials section. 

 

 

 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/
https://clinicaltrials.gov/
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Featured Publications 
 
The Featured Publications section allows users to highlight specific publications from their 
research.  

The Featured Publications can be selected from any of the publications already present on 
the user’s UCLA Profile, under their Publications tab.  

 

Users check off the publications to highlight as Featured Publications. 
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Once Featured Publications are added, users can adjust the order in which the publications are displayed 
on the UCLA Profile.  
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Websites 
 
In this section, the user can add any relevant Websites to their UCLA Profile. These can 
include their lab website, their home department’s website, a personal website, or other 
similar websites.  

 

Entering website links to the UCLA Profiles Websites section. 
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In The News 
 
UCLA Profiles users can include links to published news articles that highlight their research 
or personal accomplishments. 

 

Blank In The News section. 

 
 

Users can add multiple articles to the In the News section. 
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Twitter 
 
Users can add a departmental or personal Twitter account to display on their UCLA Profile. 
Only one account can be added to the Twitter section. 

 

Entering the Twitter handle. 

 
 

Users can preview the Twitter account before saving to their UCLA Profiles. 
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Featured Videos 
 
Users can include videos that highlight their research or personal accomplishments. Users 
can add multiple videos to the Featured Videos section. 

At this time, Featured Videos can only be added to a UCLA Profile if the video is hosted on 
YouTube, Vimeo, Facebook or TED platforms. 

 

Blank Featured Videos section. 

 
 

Multiple videos added to the Featured Videos section. 
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Publications 
 

The Publications section is a feature in UCLA Profiles that can automatically import data. The 
publication data is sourced from PubMed. To help the UCLA Profiles algorithm learn and 
continue to automatically import more publications, the user must Confirm publications by 
checking the Confirm box in the Publications editing section.  It is recommended that 
investigators or authorized users regularly check their UCLA Profile to confirm additional 
publications that are generated by the system over time. 

 

Unconfirmed Publications. 

 

After the user confirms, the publications will appear alongside gray check marks.   

Confirmed Publications. 

 
 

To capture additional publications, users can perform a search using either Add PubMed or 
Add by ID.  

 

When utilizing Add by ID, users search using their publications’ PMID numbers. Users can 
search for up to 200 PMIDs at a time. Enter PMIDs into the box separated by commas, 
semicolons, or one ID per line. 
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Entering publication PMIDs using the Add by ID feature. 

 
 

When using the Add PubMed search function, if the investigator has a common last name, it 
is recommended that users try searching variations of the investigator’s name. 

Example: If the investigator’s full name is Joseph Jay Bruin, try 
searching Add PubMed using these variations:  

 Bruin, Joseph Jay (last name, first name, and middle name) 
 Bruin, Joseph (last name, first name) 
 Bruin, JJ (last name, first and middle initial) 
 Bruin, J (last name, first initial) 
 Bruin (last name only) 

 

Finally, if the two search features are not producing results, a user can add publications 
manually using Add Custom Publication.  

Select the type of Publication from the dropdown menu under Add Custom Publication. The 
dropdown menu includes the following options. 

 Abstracts 
 Books/Monographs/Textbooks 
 Clinical Communications 
 Educational materials 
 Non-print Materials 
 Original Articles 
 Patents 
 Proceedings of Meetings 
 Reviews/Chapters/Editorials 
 Thesis 
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Enter publication information using the Add Custom Publication form on UCLA Profiles. This example shows 
how to add an Original Article. 
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Any Publications that are manually added by a user are automatically Confirmed on the 
UCLA Profile. If any of the added Publications need to be revised, the user must delete and 
re-enter the publication with the revisions. 

 

Note: If there are a significant amount of missing publications 
(200 or more) not captured by each of the Publications search 
functions, please contact UCLAProfiles@mednet.ucla.edu with 
the PMID numbers of the missing publications.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

mailto:UCLAProfiles@mednet.ucla.edu
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Adding A Proxy 
 

A proxy in UCLA Profiles is a non-faculty user who is designated to make edits in an 
investigator’s UCLA Profile. Individuals who request proxy access for investigator UCLA 
Profiles must complete the following steps.  

 

Obtaining Proxy Eppn Name 

1. Go to https://stage-ucla.researcherprofiles.org/search/ 

2. Log in using your Mednet login. 

3. Go to https://stage.researcherprofiles.org/Shibboleth.sso/Session 

4. Send the proxy access request to UCLAProfiles@mednet.ucla.edu. In the request, 
include screen shot of the eppn value, in front of the @ucla.edu, as pictured below, 
send the proxy’s name, their email address, and, finally, the investigator’s name and 
email address. 

 
 

After 5 business days, following the proxy access request to UCLAProfiles@mednet.ucla.edu, 
approved proxies should log into UCLA Profiles, and type their corresponding faculty 
member’s name into the UCLA Profiles search bar. After clicking on the investigator’s UCLA 
Profile, approved proxies will see Edit This Profile, and can begin editing the designated 
UCLA Profile. 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__stage-2Ducla.researcherprofiles.org_search_&d=DwMGaQ&c=UXmaowRpu5bLSLEQRunJ2z-YIUZuUoa9Rw_x449Hd_Y&r=l2gAEW4lN82U9FI4Dem_dkukWB6IhLT0vZPOY1MH8Kw&m=eKn6TrNGd-UQsJYDLXRh6gLqnNmNkiBijDzVXDix2XM&s=lb52qq3w1dt5svNcotQJXsLDtVzLbiYS7mJsVoNm-EU&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__stage.researcherprofiles.org_Shibboleth.sso_Session&d=DwMGaQ&c=UXmaowRpu5bLSLEQRunJ2z-YIUZuUoa9Rw_x449Hd_Y&r=l2gAEW4lN82U9FI4Dem_dkukWB6IhLT0vZPOY1MH8Kw&m=eKn6TrNGd-UQsJYDLXRh6gLqnNmNkiBijDzVXDix2XM&s=36b1EKxXgfvAamSh4_GNXqAcbXHS4o2k8Hk-SU4Z6zA&e=
mailto:UCLAProfiles@mednet.ucla.edu
mailto:UCLAProfiles@mednet.ucla.edu
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Proxies need to submit a request for each investigator they plan to help edit. It is best if 
proxies submit grouped requests. In these requests, proxies should include the proxy’s eppn, 
full name, email address, and the names and email addresses of each faculty member 
they plan to proxy as. 

 

Note: At this time, only users with Mednet logins can obtain 
proxy access for the faculty members in UCLA Profiles. 
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